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Mountain forests

Figure: Queige forest, Beaufortain, French Northern Alps
45◦41′57′′N − 6◦27′30′′E , 1358m a.s.l.
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Fir and Spruce repartition

Silver Fir: Abies alba Mill.
Norway Spruce: Picea abies (L.) Karst.

Figure: A. alba Figure: P .abies
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Fir and Spruce coexistence

A. alba (Fir) and P. abies (Spruce) appear spontaneously in coexistence
at the mountain elevation in the Alps.

Figure: Western Alpine arc Figure: Elevation stages
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Species ecology

Shade tolerance (Grassi, 2004):
Longevity: ice-days,
droughts, insect attacks
(Zolubas, 2003)
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Mixed forests services

Price, 2003

Protection

Biodiversity

Economical income

Landscape
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How to maintain mixed forests ?

Difficulties

Different species
requirements

Various age of workability

Cost of interventions
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Current solutions

Monitoring

Knowledge from experts

Rectification of forest
dynamics trajectory

Inconveniences

Slow learning

Difficult to generalize

Impossible to predict
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Modeling forest dynamics

Objectives

To understand mechanisms
of species coexistence

To forecast forest dynamics
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Niche model

Species are different

Environment: N-dimensional
space (Hutchinson, 1957)

Axis: environmental factors

Niche: conditions for species
to reproduce

Two coexisting species have
different niches
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Low dimensional trade-offs allow coexistence

Few number of classical trade-offs

Competition-colonization
trade-off (Tilman, 1994)

Theoretically: infinite
number of coexisting species

Paradox

Coexisting species doesn’t fit
the trade-off (Clark, 2007)

Species are excluded

Models emphasize low
dimensional trade-offs
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Trade-offs lead to stable coexistence

Species are patched

Quick return to initial
composition after
perturbations (glaciations)
(Clark, 2003a)

Rare species don’t go extinct
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Neutral model

Species coexist due to equivalent
fitness

Fitness: ability to reproduce

Equal parameters for each
species and individuals
(Hubbell, 2001)

Random demographic
processes
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Neutral model induces equalizing mechanisms

Ecological drift

Rare species disappear

Random drift

Paradox

Random drift contradicts
paleo-ecological data (Clark,
2003a)
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RITEs model

Random Individual and Temporal
Effects

Differences appear in high
dimensions: in space and
time (Clark, 2003b)

Individual effects = genetics
+ micro-site... (Clark, 2007)

Inter-annual effects =
climate...

Overlap + Blur species
differences
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Stable coexistence

A structured variability

Process-level variations =
unmeasured or immeasurable
factors (Clark, 2003b)

Different to a random noise

Include key ecological
processes determining
coexistence

An hypothesis not totally
demonstrated

Mutlidimensional trade-offs:
RITEs underline strong stabilizing
forces (Clark, 2007)
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Hierarchical Bayes

A useful tool

Measurement errors

Process errors

Consistent and simple
theoretical framework (Clark,
2005)

Bayes formula:

p(µ0/Y ) = p(Y/µ0)×p(µ0)∫
µ0

p(Y/µ0)p(µ0)dµ0
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Intraindividual variability

First hypothesis: a significant process-level variation

Injuries, resources switching

Physiological and micro-sites changes

Second hypothesis: at least equalizing mechanisms

Equalize species and individual fitness

Shift process toward neutral case
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General approach

The trophic niche

We followed Clark’s (2003b)
work

Growth in function of light

For two species: A. alba
(Fir) and P. abies (Spruce)

On a 25 years time interval
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Growth data

Cores analysis

On a 0.5ha mixed stand

For all trees with
DBH>10cm

25 years of growth
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3D Reconstitution

Using allometries

From DBH0 and cores

For 25 dates in the past
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Light data

Using a radiation transmission model (Courbaud, 2003)

Intercepted light by each tree

For 25 dates in the past
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General model

Models calibrated separately for each species j
Species have different parameter values

log(gijt) = log(αijt) + βj log(lijt) + εijt

αijt : scale parameter = potential growth

βj : shape parameter, assumed constant for individuals and dates

εijt , residual: εijt ∼ N(0,Vεj)
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RITEs model

log(gijt) = log(αijt) + βj log(lijt) + εijt

log(αijt) = Aj + bij + λtj

bij , individual effect: bij ∼ N(0,Vbj)

λtj , annual effect: λtj ∼ N(0,Vλj)
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Autoregressive model

log(gijt) = log(αijt) + βj log(lijt) + εijt

log(αijt) = Aj + bijt + λtj

bijt = bijt−1 + δijt = bij0 + δij1 + δij2 + ...+ δijt−1 + δijt

bij0, individual effect: bij0 ∼ N(0,Vbj)

δijt , intraindividual effect: δijt ∼ N(0,Vδj)
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Model comparison

Deviance Information Criterion

DIC = Deviance + pD
Deviance = −2 log(Likelihood)

pD = Deviance− ̂Deviance
̂Deviance = −2 log(p(Y |parameters))

Lower values of DIC are better (Spiegelhalter, 2002)

Significance of Vδj

First hypothesis: high intra-individual variability
Magnitude of Vδj ?
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Simulations

Objectives

Comparing species fitness

With simulations of potential growth for ten trees

For 5 different models: Niche, RTEs, RITEs, AR, Neutral

Equalizing mechanisms

Second hypothesis: process-level variations acts as equalizing
mechanisms
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Details for classical models

Niche model

Different parameter values for each species j / No process-level variation

log(gijt) = log(αj) + βj log(lijt)
log(αj) = Aj

Neutral model

Species and individuals have same parameter values / No process-level
variation
Residuals are included in simulations

log(gijt) = log(α) + β log(lijt) + εijt
log(α) = A
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Species are different

Trophic niche

Confirmation of species
ecology

P. abies (Spruce) grows
better than A. alba (Fir) at
high light

Niche differentiation
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Inter-individual variability

Confirmation of Clark’s
(2003b) results

High inter-individual
variability

Overlap of species
envelops which blurs
mean species
difference

Process-level variation
in space: local context
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Intra-individual variability

Predictions

Example: 3 trees of each species with high, medium and low
mean-potential-growth
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Intra-individual variability

Answering the first hypothesis

Autoregressive model fits better the data

Significant intra-individual variability

Growth memory process
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Results of simulations

General method: reminder

Simulation of potential growth (αit) with time

For 10 random trees for each species

Number of occurrences for which A. alba (Fir)>P. abies (Spruce)
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Results of simulations

Structured variability in space and time

Structured variability 6= random noise
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Answering the second hypothesis

Process-level variations act as equalizing mechanisms

Autoregressive model approaches the results of the neutral model
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Species difference and low dimensional trade-offs

Some key niche axis

Obvious niche differentiation

Some key processes:
dispersion, shade tolerance
(Rees, 2001)

Axis of the niche are organize
in a hierarchy (context)

Low dimensional trade-offs
explain successional
dynamics
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Process-level variations and coexistence

Fixed high dimensional species traits

Unmeasured and immeasurable factors

Stable coexistence mechanisms more general than traditional
trade-offs (Clark, 2007)

Emphasize species differences

Variable species traits

But species traits vary in:

Space: genetic variability
Time: physiological variability

Equalizing species fitness
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Equalizing mechanisms and transient coexistence

Equalizing coexistence and slow
dynamics

Slower competitive exclusion

Transient dynamics

Unstable but very long
coexistence (Hastings, 2004)
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A balance between equalizing and stabilizing mechanisms

“It’s not niche or
neutral–both things are
happening. It’s determining
the relative importance of
the two” (Gewin, 2006)

(Adler, 2007; Chesson 2000)
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Probabilistic simulations

Approach

Choosing key explicative variables (main processes)

Including a whole structure of the variability

Taking all information coming from data

Relativizing predictions

Forecasting with probabilistic simulations

Using precautionary principle
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Thanks for your attention
. . . Questions and discussion . . .
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